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TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

-Intro to Acting 
-Acting Techniques: Stanislavski, Meisner and Adler  
-Vocal Training Techniques: Chuck Jones, Cicely Berry, Patsy 
Rodenburg and Catherine Fitzmaurice 
-Somatic Movement and Movement Analysis: Alexander Technique 
and Trish Arnold, Laban, Viewpoints and Michael Chekhov 
-Script analysis, monologue work and scene study  

-Intro to Theatre (College Now Program) 
-included an introduction to dramaturgy, theatre history and 
performance technique with a focus on beginning acting technique 

Brooklyn College- Flatbush, Brooklyn. 
2012-2013, 2016 



T Schreiber Studio & Theatre- Manhattan 
2016-Current

-On Camera 1- An introductory level course for beginning actors and actors new to on-camera work. 
Students establish the foundation of a Meisner practice, focusing on connection and moment-to-moment 
truthfulness. Study progresses toward script analysis while simultaneously introducing film terminology and 
shot set-up. 

-Period Movement- A workshop offered to One Year Conservatory students, fundamentals of dramaturgy 
and script analysis are combined with Viewpoints and Laban Movement Efforts to give actors tools to make 
informed movement choices for characters and pieces set outside of their contemporary experiences. 

-Devised Physical Theatre Summer Intensive- A fifty-hour intensive for theatre professionals dedicated to 
exploring the process of ensemble-based theatrical devising through the lens of physical theatre and dance- 
theatre tools. Participants work toward their own unique center of responsiveness, freedom and listening. 
Techniques covered include Viewpoints, Laban Movement Analysis, Lecoq's Neutral Mask, yoga, butoh and 
dramatic acrobatics. 

-Director of Development and Education- Curriculum development, marketing of new education initiatives, 
managing alumni affairs and social media outlets, advising students, developing partnerships with 
universities, recruiting and advising students, professional development and support for teaching staff. 

The Ume Group- Manhattan 
2015-Current

Brooklyn Apple Academy- Brooklyn 
2014-2015

-Producing Artistic Director- Program a diverse season of educational offerings for post-graduate and 
professional performers in The Ume Group School- oversee curriculum submission and development, solicit 
and train new instructors in company culture when teaching physical theatre, train and mentor associate 
education director. Additional responsibilities include producing, staffing and casting the company's 
theatrical season, fundraising and community outreach. 

-Co-Teacher- 12 Week Physical Theatre Course- This course uses The Ume Group's three core techniques, 
butoh, devising and yoga, to give performers tools to create dynamic, engaging and resonant physical 
theatre. Techniques/ practices covered include yoga, butoh, dramatic acrobatics, Lecoq, Laban, Viewpoints, 
Trish Arnold and Jerzy Grotowski.  

-Training Ensemble Leader- The Ceíli Ensemble- Irish ceíli dance is examined and contemporized/ re- 
contextualized in a lab setting. Fundamental forms and concepts of ceíli are taught and ensemble members 
(professional dancers and physical theatre artists) are guided to devise new dances commemorative of their 
collective experiences through the form of Irish ceíli.  

-Expressive Arts Instructor- Theatre-movement including Viewpoints, Lecoq elements, mask-work, sound 
painting and physical storytelling; ages 5-8.  



Brooklyn College Community Arts Partnership- Brooklyn 
2014-2015

-Teaching Artist- Emerging Voices Program- Explorations include intersections between theatre and other 
disciplines (video, photography, creative writing, visual art, dance); ages 12-18.

Brooklyn Arts Exchange- Brooklyn. 
2014-2015  

-Teaching Artist- Creative Movement I/II- Introduction to Body, Space, Shape and Time are led through 
exercises that are followed and repeated, focusing on qualities of movement, pathways in space, and 
basic locomotive movement skills, including rolls, jumps, hops, and slides. Basic social skills are honed in 
this dynamic and stimulating group environment; ages 2-5. 

-Summer Arts Program- Group Leader- Students explore collaborative approaches to several forms of art 
and performance (including circus, dance, music, theater, tumbling, media and visual arts); ages 9-12.  

Brooklyn Prospect Charter- Brooklyn 
2014-2015 

-Teaching Artist, Director- Emerging Voices Program- Students are taught the principles of performance and 
improvisation and  experiment with intersections between theatre and other disciplines (video, 
photography, creative writing, visual art, dance); ages 12-15.

Block Institute- Brooklyn  
2010-2011 

-Expressive Arts for Day-Service and Residential Adult Programs- A collaborative study of visual, literary and 
performance arts with adaptations for adult artists with developmental disabilities. Working within the 
structures of group poetry, sketching, theatrical improvisation and dance, participants used group 
sessions as mediums for communication and expression. 

-Building Blocks- A dramatic-arts program for special needs students ages 4-7 with varying functioning 
levels.Programming accessed theatre through the principles of story-structure, character, physical life 
and sensory experiences. A culminating performance allowed students to share their process publicly. 

The Glove Theatre- Gloversville, NY 
2012  

Voice, Speech and Text Coach for Much Ado About Nothing- Working individually and with the ensemble, the 
cast learned line-by-line analysis, scansion, use of gloss and lexicon, consonant and vowel analysis and 
language drills. Actors received an introduction to Chuck Jones' voicework and IPA.  



YWCA of NYC- PS 209 & PS 90- Brooklyn 
2009-2011

-Dance and Drama Specialist- Performing Arts After-school and Summer Programming for Primary 
School Students. -Drama work focused on the exploration of theatrical cultural traditions, specifically 
ensemble storytelling, myth and legend. Dance/ Movement work included the integration of ballet, 
Pilates and yoga into an exploration of cultural dances including Irish step dance (Ceili and Solo), West 
African dance, Salsa, Russian folk dancing (Kalinka), traditional Chinese civilian dance and contemporary 
lyrical dance; ages 5-11.

Community Word Project- Brooklyn and the Bronx 
2010-2011  

-Teaching Staff- Poetry, Performance and Visual Art Residency- PS/MS 279- This arts-integration curriculum 
for 4th and 5th grade students taught poetry and performance skills using a co-teacher model (two 
teaching artists from different disciplines). Students explored themes of identity and community 
through the mediums of written and spoken poetry and visual art. Programming integrated into 
existing classroom curriculum, supplementing the teachers’ fulfillment of the NYS English Language Arts 
and Arts in Education Standards; ages 9-12.  

-Intern Liason/ Mentor- Responsibilities included training and mentoring teaching artist interns (college 
graduates and professional, working artists), guiding them in the development of their own curriculum 
and lesson plans and teaching practical components of in-school arts education including classroom 
management, administrative correspondence and student-interaction/ relationship building. 

Arkell Performing Arts Center- Canajoharie, NY 

2009 

-Acting Coach -Summer Theatre Programming- Individual and group coaching for character and ensemble- 
work. High school and college-aged cast received individual character coaching, using the philosophies 
of Uta Hagen and Konstantin Stanislavski to ground character work and find concrete, playable actions 
and objectives. All actors were given private instruction in physical character exploration and the 
ensemble received an introduction to Alexander Technique and Viewpoints; ages 14-20.

Lake Bryn Mawr Camp- Honesdale, PA 
2005

-Theatre Staff (Assistant Director)/ Counselor- This comprehensive theatre program included opportunities 
in vocal, theatrical and dance-based performance, direction, scenic and makeup/ costume design for 
campers. Individual and ensemble instruction was provided in acting, choreography, vocal production 
and speech, set design/ creation, makeup design and costume design, selection and creation; ages 5-15.

Fort Plain Drama Club- Fort Plain, NY 
2003-2004

Director/ Co-Producer- Group and solo-coaching and direction led to the production of a full-length piece using 

cast and crew of mixed-age students. Students participated in performance, design, sound, lighting and 

marketing; ages 8-17.



Laban Movement Analysis ,  Viewpoints 
Butoh/ Micromovement 
Butoh,  Viewpoints ,  Acrobatics ,  
Commedia 
Teaching Art ist  Training/ Internship 
SAFD Unarmed Stage Combat 
(Cert i f ied) ,  F i tzmaurice Voicework,  Chuck 
Jones Voice,  Alexander Technique,  Butoh 
Sketch Comedy/ Improv 
Stage Combat (Rapier)  
Act ing 
Ful l  T ime Act ing Conservatory 
Act ing,  Direct ing 
Ir ish Step Dance (solo)  and Ceí l i  
Ir ish Step Dance (solo)  and Ceí l i  

The Lir Academy 
DanceHouse Ireland 
The Ume Group 

Community Word Project 
Brooklyn College 

The PIT NYC 
HB Studios 
Stella Adler Studio 
American Academy of Dramatic Art
Fulton Montgomery CC 
Niall  O'Leary School of Irish Dance 
Wild Irish Acres Dance 

Maria Ann Conelli, Ph.D. 
Dean, School of Visual, Media and Performing Arts- Brooklyn College 
mconelli@brooklyn.cuny.edu - Boylan Hall - 2900 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11210 
(718) 951-3180 

Annabelle Comyn 
Program Head- MFA Directing- The Lir/ Trinity College Dublin 
annabelle@hatchtheatrecompany.com - Pearse St. at Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 2, Ireland 
+353 85 727 1073 

Judylee Vivier 
Professor, Program Head- MFA Acting Program- Brooklyn College 
jvivier@brooklyn.cuny.edu - Whitehead Hall - 2900 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11210 
(718) 951-5000 x2763  

Rose Burnett Bonczek 
Professor, Program Head- BFA Acting Program- Brooklyn College 
rbonczek@brooklyn.cuny.edu - Whitehead Hall - 2900 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn, NY 11210 
(718) 951-5000 x2768 

Yokko Yoshiko Usami
Artistic Director- Ren Gyo Soh, Associate Artistic Director- The Ume Group 
rengyosoh@gmail.com 
(541 )653-6557 

REFERENCES 

PRACTICAL TRAINING



NY THEATRE  
Doomocracy 
The Name of Action                               
Capricho         
Dream Dances       
truthordare     
The Harper ’s Play   
Mercy of Trees    
Sam’s Tea Shack      
Hamletmachine   
The Downtown Loop    
Track Twelve   
The Four Seasons 
Yeah Girl ,  Whatever     
Bring a Weasel  & a Pint     
          of  Your Own Blood 
Vampire Lesbians of Sodom      
A Woman in Progress   
   

FILM/TV 
The Other One 
The Last Frankenstein 
Fathers ’  Day    
YAYO!    
I  Am Schmuck 
What Happened to Peter 
The Wings 

P E R F O R M A N C E

Swing 
Hamlet  
Ensemble 
Ensemble 
Keelie 
Nancy/ Gunner's Dad 
Lady of Light 
Small Town Astronaut 
Hamlet 
Her 
Jenny 
Yvette 
Shannon 
Various 

Renee Vain/ Tracy 
Helen 

Lead 
Lead 
Lead 
Supporting 
Supporting 
Lead 
Supporting 

Creative Time/ Meghan Finn & Pedro Reyes 
Ren Gyo Soh/ Yokko 
Dixon Place/ Leni Mendez 
The Ume Group/ Jordan Rosin  
Void Theatre Company/ Leni Mendez  
JACK NY/ Marty Brown 
Jefferson Market Library/ Luis Villabon 
Dixon Place/ Ben Gassman  
Shapiro Theatre/ Dara Malina  
3LD/ Meghan Finn 
Teatro Circulo/ Josh Penzell 
Angel Orensanz Center/ Jacob Patori  
ART NY South Oxford Space/ Dara Malina 
East 13th Street Theatre/ Jose Zayas 

Baruch Performing Arts Center/ D. Harkin 
La Mama E.T.C./ Alessio Cappelletti 

Trenchmouth Prods/ Jay Leonard 
Gila Films/ David Weaver 
Keelie A. Sheridan 
Chris Bradford 
Omega Jay/ Joseph Kurtz  
Ace Bouchard 
Eric Sung

Special Skills: Improv, Dialects (Standard American, American Regionalisms, Irish, Scottish, RP, more upon 
request), strong understanding and practical use of IPA, Irish Step Dancing, Russian Kettlebell, Butoh Dance, 

SAFD Certified in Unarmed Combat, Viewpoints, Laban, Lecoq, Devising

by wing,  f in,  hoof or by foot 
how do we belong together? 
Doomocracy 
The Ume Group 
Grimly Handsome 
              (European Premiere) 
Spring Awakening    
Occupied 
Litt le Bird 
Ain’t  No Raindrop 
Botte di  Ferro 
The Name of Action 
Col lective Ceí l i  
truthordare 
Father ’s  Day (Fi lm) 

D I R E C T I N G -  D E V I S I N G -  C H O R E O G R A P H Y -  C O A C H I N G

Director/ Choreographer 
Director 
Associate Director/ Casting 
Producing Artistic Director 
Director/ Dialect Coach 

Asst Dir (Dir Selina Cartmell) 
Director 
Director (Workshop/ Development) 
Choreographer/ Soloist 
Director (Workshop/ Development) 
Co-Choreographer/ Soloist 
Director/ Choreographer 
Asst Dir/ Voice Coach/ Translator 
Director/ Voice Coach

The Ume Group @ Grace & St. Paul's Church 
chashama/ Garment District Arts Festival 
Creative Time, New York 
Grace & St. Paul's Church, New York 
The Lir, Dublin 

The Lir, Dublin 
The Lir, Dublin 
The Lir, Dublin 
The Lir, Dublin 
The Lir, Dublin 
Ren Gyo Soh, New York
The Ume Group, New York 
Void Theatre Company, New York 
New York



STATEMENT OF TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 

Theatre celebrates the inherent idiosyncrasies of people- our inconsistencies, our weaknesses, our flaws and 
our individuality. All of these facets are vital to the honest and expressive exploration of the craft of a theatre- 
maker. It is my ultimate goal to help my students gain an authentic and honest understanding of themselves 
and the unique contributions they can offer to the creative process and their communities at large. 

The process of training to be a performer is a process of acquainting oneself with the uniqueness of one’s own 
body, voice, intellect and sentiment. The training is never finished and the craft grows and shifts as the actor 
does. It is important to me that students learn to live in the question of themselves and their art. I seek to meet 
my students where they are and to nurture and guide their growth while encouraging their discoveries and 
development to result from self-enquiry. 

My background as a dancer has largely formed my approach to movement training for actors. My work deals 
deeply with the connection between the physical and emotional expression of a performer. I work to develop a 
base level of physical endurance with my movement students while encouraging heightened awareness of 
their own unique instrument’s strengths and limitations. I utilize exercises related to the Alexander technique 
and Trish Arnold movement to build an anatomical understanding, dexterity and ease. Exercises based on 
Japanese butoh help students explore outside of their standard movement repertoire and discover a fuller 
range of motion possibilities, allowing deeper expressions of identity and diversity. I also explore principles of 
space and movement on stage through exercises inspired by Anne Bogart and Tina Landau’s Viewpoints and 
Rudolph Laban’s Movement Analysis. It is my goal to help students acquaint themselves more intimately and 
honestly with their own bodies and tendencies and how they can utilize the principles of space and movement 
to enrich their storytelling. 

My acting training began with the Meisner Technique at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts and has 
evolved to include influences by Michael Chekhov, Constantin Stanislavski, Stella Adler and when appropriate, 
Antonin Artaud and Bertolt Brecht. I hope to provide my students a diverse base of approaches, focusing on 
their commonalities and examining where they diverge. I encourage students to embrace the aspects of 
various techniques that they connect to and release what doesn’t work for them. There is no one-method-fits- 
all and I encourage my students to critically and practically analyze these approaches to create their own 
technique. Most importantly, I believe that performer-training must be artist-training- there is always individual 
artistry in collaborative forms. I teach my students in the same manner that I guide my physical theatre 
company, The Ume Group. I can teach technique and form- I can provide a text or piece of music as a 
scaffolding- but my students (and the performers I direct) provide the content, the material and the vitality that 
makes live performance unique. 

STATEMENT OF SCHOLARLY INTEREST 

As an artist and educator, my scholarly interests are pedagogical and practical. I focus on understanding 
perception and preserving diversity in the processes of training actors and making work. Many traditional 
views of actor training end-game toward a normative vision of how a performer should move, sound and 
seem. These practices are challenged in instances when performers’ bodies and identities do not fit neatly into 
the roles that have dominated Western drama, or when there is disparity between the semiotics of an actor’s 
body and their own identification and self-perception. There is a need for further exploration of how actor 
training can evolve to encompass identities that have traditionally been underrepresented and how the 
contemporary canon can make space for new understandings of bodies and voices. By engaging in an 
examination of the assumptions layered into the actor-training techniques I have studied, I can begin to adapt 
exercises to be flexible enough to respond with dexterity to the diverse needs of the contemporary actor. 
Simultaneously, I create new work that interrogates the semiosis that takes place in the space between the 
performer and the audience and how the work can broaden our perceptions of identity onstage and off. 



The methodology of my research is twofold. I engage in both practical and participatory action research in the 
classroom, allowing the practice to lead the research process. Sustainable body-use practices like the Alexander 
technique or movement analysis practices like Viewpoints and Laban can be balanced with studies of 
embodiment and the sub-body to allow for more possibilities of expression and representation. Additionally, I 
engage in practice-based research through my own creative process, using the principles tested in the training 
as leading enquiries into the creation of new work. These pieces invite the audience to actively participate in the 
process of de-coding performance and performers.

Practice-Led Research: Butoh,  Actor Training and Diversity 

As an educator my research involves existing practices of body and voice training for performers that focus on 
alignment, efficient use and expansion, including the work of Kristin Linklater, Catherine Fitzmaurice, F.M. 
Alexander, Rudolf Laban, Jacques Lecoq, Michael Chekhov, Anne Bogart and Tina Landau. In the classroom, I 
explore these practices’ synthesis with butoh (a Japanese dance theatre) that encourages and inspires a 
physical repertoire that surpasses the boundaries of traditionally recognized identities. Butoh- founder Tatsumi 
Hijikata has said “Even your own arms, deep inside your body feel foreign to you, feel that they do not belong to 
you. Here lies an important secret. Butoh’s radical essence is hidden here.” I believe this sense of surprise, of 
continually expanding one’s understanding of self is vital to training contemporary actors. Butoh establishes a 
broader base of access for aspiring performers by placing the focus on the self as a filter instead of the self as 
the subject. Butoh never assumes that our bodies accurately communicate who and what we are. Instead, it 
allows the performer to choose an internal or external subject and to filter that image through themselves. This 
approach embraces the tension between the performer and the role and allows actors to explore characters 
and categorizations that they may have been precluded from for reasons of gender identification, ethnicity, or 
verbal, mobile and cognitive abilities.   

The bodies and experiences of the many individuals and communities I work with fuel the core of my research 
inquiries. My previous teaching engagements have been uniquely rewarding because of the diversity of the 
participants. I’ve had the opportunity to develop adaptive arts programming for adults and children with 
developmental disabilities at Brooklyn’s Block Institute, acting and physical theatre for non-majors at Brooklyn 
College and voice and movement for middle and high school students in Brooklyn and the Bronx. These 
populations have put diversity at the foreground of my teaching experiences. In the future, I hope to focus on 
adult students who are relatively new to performance training. I look for the self-selection of the adult learner 
to become a fixed feature of my research. 

Practice-Based Research - The Semiotics of Bodies and Voices; Performing and Observing 

As a performer and theatre-maker, my practice-based research examines the semiotics of the body and voice 
as the central contact points between an artist and their audience. When creating theatre, I am in dialogue with 
the bodies in the room (both the performer’s and the audience’s) and the bodies not physically present but 
evoked by the work. By recognizing and opening an audience’s gaze to bodies not traditionally viewed as 
‘performers,’ and to bodies with voices whose union causes surprise, I engage with the semiotics of 
performative vs. private life and the presence and absence of certain body ‘types’ and voices in theatre. 

I make theatrical experiences that invite the audience to see and be seen. The delicate contract between 
creator and spectator is the unwavering center of my work. I am interested in evaluating how audience 
reception is altered when a theatrical experience acknowledges and elevates the presence of the audience. It is 
my goal to create pieces that leave space and flexibility for a spectator’s perception to serve as a main 
component of the work. In this way, audiences self-author individualized interactions with the performers and 
the material. I view theatre as an opportunity to explore the scope and detail of each other’s personal maps of 
self and place, the event of which occurs in the moments of recognition, bewilderment and acknowledgement.   


